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According to Freightex European Road Freight Rate Index, compiled by Transport 
Intelligence, UK road haulage import and export prices were volatile up to Christmas. 
Prices failed to reach previous peak levels and dropped back in January with lower 
levels of activity. 
 
For the three months from November 2012 to the end of January, the Index, which 
identifies price fluctuations, rose from a low of 113 points in November to a high of 117.8 
on January 1. Through January, the Index saw marked declines. 
 
In absolute terms, prices are roughly the same as last year, with the high of 117.8 
comparing slightly favourably with last year's 116 points. 
 
Freightex CEO Tim Phillips said: “Although we experienced an increase in prices during 
the Christmas period, these increases did not hit the levels experienced prior to the 
economic crisis.” 
 
Thomas Cullen, Senior Analyst at Transport Intelligence commented: "The picture 
painted by the Freightex European Road Freight Rate Index over the past quarter is 
hardly a surprise. Demand in much of Europe is weak, notably France and Italy, with the 
situation particularly bad in Spain. Germany is stable if not exactly growing rapidly." 
 
The level of price rises in Europe over the holiday period was markedly less than seen in 
previous years. The market appeared to falter around late November, leaving a limp 
recovery until Christmas.  
 
January was marked by stability over the first couple of weeks, followed by an unusually 
sharp fall in prices. The nature of the fall in January was in-keeping with the volatility 
seen in the period running-up to the holiday season. 



 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

More information 
The Freightex European Road Freight Rate Index, a free quarterly analysis of European 
road freight rates provided by Transport Intelligence and Freightex, can be downloaded 
here for free. 
 
Individual indices of international road freight rates by European country pair traffic lanes 
can be accessed on the Ti Dashboard. Click here for further details. 
 
Or for the latest road freight process on key European trade lanes, please click here. 
 
About Freightex 
Freightex is a logistics management company dedicated to finding the most efficient 
road transport solutions for its customers. It is particularly active in the UK, Benelux, 
France, Spain and Germany with transactions completed across its European network 
every day between over 1500 customers and carriers.  
 
Contact Tim Phillips at Tim.Phillips@freightex.com.  
 
About Transport Intelligence 
Transport Intelligence (Ti) is one of the world’s leading providers of expert research and 
analysis dedicated to the global logistics industry. Utilising the expertise of professionals 
with many years of experience in the mail, express and logistics industry, Ti has 
developed a range of market leading web-based products, reports, profiles and services 
used by all the world’s leading logistics suppliers, consultancies and banks as well as 
many users of logistics services. 
 
Contact John Manners-Bell at jmannersbell@transportintelligence.com. 


